Word Search Puzzle

This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.
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Solution: 9 letters
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(3) COM DNA ERU FUN FVC LEK RFM
RNO SEA SIC SUB TES UMB YTD
(4) A COD A NOC AAHS APEP APIS BRAT CAGR
CIAO CRUX DREL DSOS EDGY EGGO ETNA
EXEC FUTA INCA ISOR MURK NICI NMRS
PFEI PG UP RASP RPOS SIEC SOAK STNR
STRS TALC (5) ASURA CX CAR ELANS ELFIN EVENT
FABLE GENRE GROAT KLUGE LINES MICAH NAIVE
FIFTY-FIFTY LIP STRAPS MAKO SHARK SANCTUARY SCAN RANGE STEELYARD UNIX EM CPU (10) CHANCE GONE